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ABSTRACT
Multipath routing is a promising technique to increase the
Internet’s reliability and to give users greater control over
the service they receive. However, past proposals choose
paths which are not guaranteed to have high diversity. In
this paper, we propose yet another multipath routing scheme
(YAMR) for the interdomain case. YAMR provably con-
structs a set of paths that is resilient to any one inter-domain
link failure, thus achieving high reliability in a systematic
way. Further, even though YAMR maintains more paths
than BGP, it actually requires significantly less control traf-
fic, thus alleviating instead of worsening one of the Internet’s
scalability problems. This reduction in churn is achieved by
a novel hiding technique that automatically localizes failures
leaving the greater part of the Internet completely oblivious.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols—Routing protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
Routing Protocols, Reliability, Internet

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a growing chorus of researchers have ad-

vocated the multipath routing paradigm, in which the rout-
ing infrastructure makes multiple paths available, allowing
senders to select among them. This approach gives users
access to the paths that best suit their needs (low latency,
high bandwidth, low loss, low jitter), thereby improving re-
liability and increasing competition among ISPs ([15], [3]).
It is hard enough to design multipath routing algorithms
for the intradomain case, but the interdomain case is even
more challenging because of policy constraints and scaling
requirements. There have been several proposals for inter-
domain multipath routing (see, for example, [14, 12]), and
they have made admirable progress in grappling with these
two issues; to wit, they have demonstrated that it is possible
to provide a set of alternate interdomain paths in a scalable
and policy-compliant manner.
∗Author was supported by Major State Basic Research Develop-
ment Programs of China: No.2009CB320503

The only disquieting aspect of these approaches (and many
other multipath proposals in the intradomain case) is that
the set of alternate paths is somewhat ad hoc; they cannot
systematically compute a set of alternate paths that have
a high degree of path diversity.1 That is, while they pro-
vide a tunable number of alternate paths, these paths may
have significant overlap, thereby leaving the possibility that
a single failure could take out the entire set.

In this paper we present the Yet Another Multipath Rout-
ing (YAMR) protocol that systematically provides high path
diversity. There are two components to YAMR.

(1) An efficient BGP-like mechanism for comput-
ing a diverse family of policy-compliant paths: This
component of YAMR (which we call YAMR Path Construc-
tion, or YPC) computes a set of alternate paths that are
deviations from BGP’s default path.2 Each alternate path
is computed assuming that a link in the default path is down.
Considered as a static set of paths, there is no single failure
that can break all the paths simultaneously, unless that fail-
ure disrupts all policy-compliant paths between the source
and receiver. When protocol dynamics are taken into ac-
count, the story is more complicated (because when BGP
recovers from a link failure, it can break paths that did not
contain the failed link). We present simulation results on the
actual resilience achieved under full dynamics, which show
that YAMR improves the reliability of BGP in single link
failures by almost three orders of magnitude.

However, computing this family of paths involves higher
control plane messaging overhead than BGP. We therefore
added another component to YAMR.

(2) A technique for reducing churn by localizing
routing updates: Much of the churn created by BGP is
due to the fact that every change in a path must be dis-
seminated to all nodes that use that path. YAMR hides
some of these updates, and it turns out that this “update
hiding” technique not only reduces YAMR’s churn, it also
increases (by an order of magnitude) YAMR’s resilience, by
largely avoiding BGP’s problem of recovery causing func-
tioning paths to break.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we present the YAMR Path Construction algorithm and,

1The theory literature has many such algorithms, but they
do not lend themselves to scalable, policy-compliant imple-
mentation.
2This idea is borrowed from [5], which computes the cost of
the cheapest path that avoids each link on shortest path.
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in Section 3, we present the hiding technique. We describe
simulation results in Section 4 and conclude in section 5.

2. YAMR PATH CONSTRUCTION
The core of YAMR is a policy-based multipath construc-

tion mechanism that is very similar to BGP. Paths are de-
scribed by a series of ASes, such as [A,B,C,D]; this also
defines a series of interdomain links, such as (A,B), (B,C),
and (C,D) in the preceding example. For convenience, we
use a failure model where these links are the unit of failure.
We can easily generalize the algorithm to cover both link fail-
ures and domain failures (where all links (∗, A) and (A, ∗)
fail for some A), but our notation is cumbersome enough as
is, so we opt for clarity over generality in this short paper.

The goal of YPC is to compute a default path pd (that is
identical to what BGP would compute) and for each link L in
pd also compute (if one exists) a policy-compliant alternate
path pL that does not contain L. It turns out that we can
only guarantee this under a set of restrictive conditions.

We say that the network is in a canonical condition when
the network has converged, all ASes follow next-hop [6] and
widest-advertisement [10] policies (these policies include the
customer-peer-provider policy [8]), and there are no dispute
wheels [9]. Under these conditions, we can show (see [7] for
proofs of all theorems in this paper):

Theorem 1. Assuming the canonical condition, for any
destination D, AS A, and interdomain link e, if there is
a policy-compliant path from A to D that avoids e, then
YPC computes a policy-compliant e-avoiding path to that
destination.

We need the aforementioned assumptions for the follow-
ing reasons. Without the “no dispute wheels” assumption,
BGP and YPC can oscillate forever and we cannot talk
about the converged state of the network. Without the
widest-advertisement assumption, one cannot make guaran-
tees about path availability. In fact, without this assump-
tion, even when there is a policy-compliant path from some
AS to some destination, BGP can leave this AS disconnected
(see [7]). Thus, we need these two assumptions because of
BGP properties that our protocols inherit, not because our
protocols introduce new restrictions. The last assumption
of next-hop policies is needed mainly to talk about policy-
compliance in the context of our hiding technique.

We now describe YPC in more detail, starting with the
control plane and then moving to the data plane.

2.1 Control Plane
Similar to BGP, ASes in YAMR construct their default

and alternate paths from the paths advertised by their neigh-
bors, applying local policies, import and export filters and
actions. These multiple paths to the same destination are
differentiated using labels. Default paths have a special label
which we denote by d, while alternate paths are labeled by
the link they avoid.

Within this framework, YAMR achieves Theorem 1 by se-
lecting paths as described in Procedure 1, where pL denotes
an L-labeled path, bestA(U) denotes the A’s most preferred
path from the set U , UL denotes the set of L-labeled paths
A knows from its neighbors, and UL

d denotes the set of de-
fault paths A knows that avoid link L. AS A first selects its
default path from the default paths it knows from its neigh-
bors. Because default paths are selected only from default

paths, the default paths in YAMR are exactly the same as
in BGP. Then, for each interdomain link L on the default
path, A selects an L-labeled alternate path from the set of
default paths avoiding L and alternate L-labeled paths. To
clarify terms, we use RIB IN to describe the set of routes
learned from neighbors and RIB LOCAL to describe the set
of routes used for forwarding.

Procedure 1: YPC path selection run by AS A.

/* select the default path */
pd := bestA(Ud)
foreach link L in pd do

/* select the L-labeled alternate path */
pL := bestA(U

L
d ∪ UL)

end

We now walk through a complete run of YPC shown in
Figure 1. First, C announces its default path [C] to its
neighbors, which then construct their default paths. None
of the neighbors is able to construct an alternate path yet.
Next, B and D send their default paths to each other. Upon
processing these messages each is able to construct the al-
ternate path it needs. Next, B and E send to A the updates
to their RIB LOCALs. A can construct its default paths
either from [B,C] or [E,C]. A prefers to have [A,B,C] as
its default path and now needs to construct alternate paths
avoiding links (A,B) and (B,C). For the (A,B)-avoiding
path A has the path [A,E,C] as the only choice because the
path [A,B,C] goes through (A,B) and the path [A,B,D,C]
cannot be considered because of its label (and would be un-
suitable anyway, since it does not avoid (A,B)). Finally, A
sends updates to its RIB LOCAL to E, which is now able
to pick its alternate path.

Using techniques borrowed from the classic proof for BGP
([9]), we can show:

Theorem 2. If there are no dispute wheels, YPC always
converges to a unique final configuration that has no loops.

2.2 Data plane
YAMR requires a single addition to the IP header: a 32-

bit field for the path label. A packet arriving at AS A des-
tined to D with label L is forwarded along the L-labeled
path towards D if A has such a path in its RIB LOCAL.
Otherwise, the packet is forwarded along the default path
towards D (without overwriting the label). If A does not
have a default path towards D, the packet is dropped. Once
the control plane has converged, this algorithm is guaran-
teed to produce no loops.

For each destination, a YAMR router needs to have a
forwarding entry for the default path and for each alternate
path whose next-hop is different from the next-hop of the
default path. Thus, the state requirements of YAMR are
roughly 1 + k times that of BGP, where k is the average
interdomain path length. Recent measurements suggest that
this is around 3.6 [2].

2.3 Discussion
As Theorem 1 shows, YPC is guaranteed to give each AS

a policy-compliant path that avoids any given interdomain
link (if such a path exists), thus greatly improving reliability.
Moreover, users can use all of the paths simply by inserting
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Figure 1: A complete run of YPC on a simple topology.

the appropriate path label into their packets. (The default
path lists all the AS links, and so the edge will know which
labels will produce different paths; YAMR does not include
mechanisms to tell the edge which of these AS links might
be providing subpar service.) The paths are constructed
and made available to users with moderate increases in the
control messaging (or churn) as we will see in Section 4, and
in RIB and FIB sizes.

An alternate approach would be to construct a single “op-
timally disjoint” path. However, we were not able to prove
that such a path is always policy compliant (or conversely,
that any policy-compliant alternate path is sufficiently dis-
joint so that Theorem 1 would hold).

BGP scalability is considered a critical challenge [11] and
YPC makes it worse. Among the many dimensions of scala-
bility, churn appears to be the most intractable. Indeed, the
comparison of technology trends and projected growth of
RIB and FIB sizes in [1] suggests that technology advances
are expected to satisfy RIB and FIB memory requirements
at a constant cost. We now present a method that reduces
YAMR’s churn below that of BGP. This churn reduction
method involves hiding path withdrawals, leaving most of
the Internet completely oblivious to the failure.

3. HIDING ROUTE UPDATES
YAMR’s hiding technique is a set of distributed mecha-

nisms that can be applied to either YPC or BGP to con-
fine the effects of a link failure to a small neighborhood
around the link. Hiding ASes do not propagate information
about the failure to their neighbors if they can safely reroute
around it. For example, in Figure 1, if link (B,C) fails, B
can reroute around this failure by deflecting all traffic onto
[B,D,C] without telling A that path [B,C] has failed. We
call B a hiding AS, path [B,D,C] a deflection path, and
path [B,C] (the failed path being hidden) a lame path.

�
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Figure 2: An illustration of hiding bubbles.

In the example above, B is able to completely hide the
failure so that all other ASes remain oblivious to it. How-
ever, in general topologies and policies, B might be able
to hide the failure only from a subset of its neighbors, but
can’t hide it from others because it doesn’t have a suitable
path it can export to them. In such a case, B withdraws
the failed path from the neighbors for whom it can’t hide
the failure. These neighbors then try to hide the failure from
their neighbors, recursively. This process continues until the
failure is completely hidden. In other words, a single fail-
ure is hidden by a dynamically determined bubble of hiding
ASes (see Figure 2).

Hiding is easy: just pretend a withdrawn path is avail-
able. Hiding without creating loops and without damaging
connectivity is hard. We don’t give the full details of the
hiding mechanism here as that would distract the focus of
the paper (see [7] for details). Instead, we first state the
guarantees our mechanism provides (see [7] for proofs), and
then give a high level overview of the design. We can show
that when hiding is combined with YPC to produce the full
YAMR protocol, the following results hold:
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Procedure 2: YAMR default path selection.

while Ud is non-empty do
pd := bestA(Ud)
if pd is lame then

pd.defl := best non lameA()
if pd.defl is null then

delete pd from RIB IN
continue

end

end
break

end

Theorem 3. If there are no dispute wheels, YAMR al-
ways converges.

Theorem 4. In the converged state, YAMR has no for-
warding loops or dead ends. Moreover, if ASes follow next-
hop policies, all forwarding paths are policy-compliant.

Theorem 5. Assuming canonical conditions, for each AS
A, if there is a policy-compliant path from A to the desti-
nation, A has a policy-compliant path to the destination in
YAMR.

Theorem 6. When a failed link recovers, all hiding caused
by it stops and routing returns to normal.

We now present three hiding mechanisms, each of which was
introduced to solve a particular problem.

Hiding Path Selection The fundamental mechanism
of hiding is to pretend that a withdrawn path is available.
When a path currently in the AS A’s RIB IN is withdrawn,
A does not delete it from the RIB IN as it would in BGP.
Instead, A marks the path as lame and calls path selection.
In path selection, if A selects a lame path, it tries to choose
a deflection path (from among the set of other default and
alternate paths) for it. If there is no suitable deflection path,
the lame path is deleted from the RIB IN and no hiding oc-
curs. YAMR’s selection of the default path is presented in
Procedure 2. Alternate paths are selected analogously.

After path selection, each lame path in the RIB LOCAL
has a deflection path associated with it. As in BGP, af-
ter the RIB LOCAL has been updated, YAMR announces
the changes to its neighbors. Export filters and actions are
applied to non-lame paths in the same way as in BGP. How-
ever, for lame paths, export filters are applied to the corre-
sponding deflection paths and export actions are applied to
the lame paths. If export filters allow the deflection path
to be advertised to a neighbor, the lame path is actually
advertised. Otherwise, a withdrawal is sent to the neighbor.

In YAMR, withdrawal messages also include the failed
link(s), if any, that caused the withdrawal. This failed
link information gives the receiving AS “permission” to hide
the withdrawal. Withdrawals caused by permanent changes
(e.g., a policy change or a prefix withdrawal) don’t include
the failure information, and are therefore not hidden. When
the failure recovers, all failure information is revoked caus-
ing all ASes to stop hiding and to return to regular routing.
Hiding Forwarding Forwarding in YAMR is the same as
in YPC except that the forwarding entries for lame paths
are built based on the corresponding deflection paths. If the
lame path’s label is different from the deflection path’s label,
the labels of packets forwarded along the deflection path are
replaced by the deflection path’s label.

Tokens In the two previous sections, we described that
YAMR advertises lame paths, but forwards on deflection
paths. When multiple ASes are hiding multiple failures, the
“lies” being told by the ASes might result in forwarding
loops or leave an AS unnecessarily disconnected. These two
problems are solved by introducing a new control message
we call a token.
The goal of tokens is to determine if there is a problem

(either loop or disconnection) and, if so, signal to one of the
hiding ASes to stop hiding. A “loop” token is sent whenever
a deflection path is installed into RIB LOCAL. The loop
token is sent along this deflection path and, as forwarded,
it records all the ASes along the path. If it ever arrives
at a hiding AS a second time, that AS stops hiding. A
“disconnection” token is sent when an AS finds out that all
available routes appear loopy (include itself in the path).
The token is sent along one of these paths and causes the
first encountered hiding AS to stop hiding.

The token mechanism is designed to be safe, but not nec-
essarily optimal. In other words, tokens will always find
and fix a problem if there is one, but they can be overly-
cautious, causing more ASes to stop hiding than needed. We
believe (but cannot prove) there is a fundamental trade-off
between the optimality of the hiding bubble and the over-
head of achieving it. Tokens have low overhead, but can
produce sub-optimal bubbles.

3.1 Discussion
Recalling the high level picture, YPC is able to effeciently

construct a set of paths with provable static diversity, but
incurs higher messaging overhead than BGP. To decrease
the overhead, we developed a hiding technique that, as we
will see in the next section, brings the churn level of YAMR
below that of BGP. The surprising result, again to be dis-
cussed in the next section, is that hiding also substantially
improves resilience. Hiding localizes the impact of any rout-
ing update, and decreases the chance that the convergence
process will interfere with any functioning paths.

However, hiding deprives YAMR of some of YPC’s valu-
able properties. First, the set of YAMR paths might not be
one-failure resistant because the set of paths might already
be hiding failures. Second, YAMR’s advertised paths can be
different from the forwarding paths. Because ASes cannot
be sure about the paths beyond the first hop, they cannot
implement policies beyond next-hop policies with 100% con-
fidence. Furthermore, this inconsistency between the con-
trol and data planes can adversely affect routing-dependent
systems such as distributed spam detection. We did not
evaluate this potential negative impact here; we don’t know
how often there is a mismatch between the control and data
planes, nor how seriously such a mismatch affects various
routing-dependent systems. The question is whether the
benefits (described in the next section) of YAMR’s increased
resilience and substantially lower churn compared with YPC
are worth these two disadvantages.

4. EVALUATION
Recall that YAMR is composed of the path construction

algorithm YPC and a hiding technique. This hiding tech-
nique can be applied to BGP, forming what we call HBGP.
To understand the contributions of these components to var-
ious metrics, we run each experiment for all four protocols:
BGP, HBGP, YPC, and YAMR.
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Figure 3: CDFs of number
of messages following a link
event (either failure or re-
covery). On the left side,
only update messages are
included. On the right side,
all messages are included.
The averages are BGP: 829,
YPC: 1828, HBGP: 178 and
249, YAMR: 134 and 286.

BGP HBGP YPC YAMR
Disconnectivity 9.05 8.43 0.12 0.01
Convergence Time 23.8 16.7 44.9 1.16

Table 1: Average percentage of ASes experiencing
transient disconnectivity (top row) and average con-
vergence time in seconds (bottom row) following a
single link failure in a 1000 node topology.

4.1 Methodology
We implemented a message-level event driven simulator

that includes important features like MRAI timers (with av-
erage value of 30 seconds), router processing delay, and mes-
sage propagation delay. For simplicity, we represent each AS
as a single router. We used annotated Internet-like topolo-
gies generated using [4].

Our basic experiment is the following. Given a topology
and a multihomed stub AS, we make the AS announce a
prefix, let the network converge, fail one of the provider
links from this AS, and let the network reconverge. This
basic experiment is repeated for all multihomed stub ASes
and all of their provider links. We use a 1000 node topology
for most metrics. To study scalability, we use topologies of
sizes from 500 to 5000 in increments of 500.

We selected this initial experiment, which focuses on fail-
ures close to the edge, because internal failures are substan-
tially less common and more amenable to recovery, even
in BGP. Thus, these edge failures are the most interesting
case, and are the dominant case in reality. We also note that
this simulation is similar to the live deployment experiment
of [13]. Our future work will study a broader class of failure
models.

4.2 Results
We present and discuss our simulation results for reliabil-

ity, churn, path stretch, and forwarding table size.
Reliability Table 1 shows the average number of ASes

that experience any disconnectivity during the convergence
process. We consider an AS to experience disconnectivity
if there is ever a moment when none of the paths in its
forwarding table are working. The table shows YAMR is
almost 1000 times more resilient than BGP. The table also
includes the average convergence time. Note that YAMR
converges more than 20 times faster than BGP, because of
failure localization. In both cases, the hiding aspect helps
YPC far more than BGP. Presumably this is because YPC
provides many more potential deflection paths than BGP.

Because the simulation evaluations of other interdomain

multipath routing proposals [16, 14, 12] were done with dif-
ferent methodologies, we have not yet been able to accu-
rately compare YAMR’s reliability with them; however, we
can give a very rough comparison of YAMR to path splicing
[12] 3. Recall that static reliability means that a routing pro-
tocol, at the time of the failure, has an alternate path that
avoids the failure. This is an easier quantity to measure than
what we studied in our dynamic simulations, but it ignores
the fact that when a routing protocol is converging to route
around the failure, it can disrupt this functioning alternate
path. Nonetheless, it does provide some measure of reliabil-
ity. Eyeballing Figure 7 in [12], we see that path splicing is
able to improve static BGP reliability by about a factor of 15
with 5 forwarding entries per router per destination (that is,
there are 15 times more unnecessary disconnections in BGP
than there are in path splicing). YAMR, on the other hand,
has no unnecessary disconnections when a single link fails,
and even in our dynamic simulations which allow routing
recovery to disrupt these alternate paths, it has almost 1000
times fewer unnecessary disconnections than BGP.

R-BGP [10] is another promising approach, achieving both
perfect static and dynamic reliability when a single link fails.
However, it is not a canonical multipath algorithm because
it does not make multiple paths available to the users; it
only invokes them upon network-detected failure. It also
does not have perfect policy compliance.

Churn Figure 3 shows the CDFs of the number of mes-
sages following a link event. We present two graphs with and
without tokens because token processing is a much lighter
operation than update message processing and because sep-
arating them shows how many updates hiding saved and
how much extra communication it introduced.

In both graphs, YAMR and HBGP significantly outper-
form YPC and BGP, reinforcing the conclusion that hiding
is effective in reducing the messaging overhead. If tokens are
ignored, YAMR reduces the message overhead by a factor
of 6.2 compared to BGP, and by a factor of 2.9 if tokens are
counted despite the fact that YAMR constructs more paths.

Note that compared to the protocols without hiding (BGP
and YPC), the protocols with hiding (HBGP and YAMR)
perform relatively better in the lower percentiles than in the
higher percentiles. For example, at 20th percentile, YAMR
has only 5 messages while BGP has 388 messages. For every
failure, BGP requires many messages to converge. YAMR,

3Path splicing constructs multiple paths by running the
original routing protocol on several different instantiations
(slices) of the underlying topology. For instance, these slices
could have modified link weights, so each slice gave a differ-
ent set of paths.
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Figure 4: Average num-
ber of messages following
a link event (either failure
or recovery) versus topol-
ogy size. On the left side,
all link events are included.
On the right side, only half
of the events with lowest
number of messages are in-
cluded, separately for each
protocol.

in contrast, is more bimodal: when the failure occurs in a
richly connected portion of the network, it recovers with very
few messages, but if connectivity is sparse then recovery is
expensive (sometimes more so than BGP). Exploring this
bimodal distribution, Figure 4 demonstrates that the size of
the smaller convergence events are independent of network
size, but the average size of all convergence events grows
linearly with network size.

Path Stretch After each of our basic experiments with
a single provider link failure, we measured the average path
stretch for all 3 protocols and found that the average path
stretch was negligible. For example, the average path stretch
of YAMR was only 1.02. The reason is that in the Internet-
like topologies, it is almost always possible to find an alter-
nate path that has the same length as the shortest path.

Forwarding Table Let F be the average number of for-
warding entries per router per destination. As noted in Sec-
tion 2.2, the pessimal F is 1+k, where k is the average path
length, and this occurs when every alternate path is dif-
ferent. In our 1000 node topology the average path length
is 2.86, so the pessimal F is 3.86, but in our simulations
F = 2.21, 43% less than the pessimal value. If this holds for
the Internet, F for the Internet would be roughly 2.62.

4.3 Incremental Deployability
The only portion of YAMR that is not easy to deploy

incrementally is the token mechanism. Beside the tokens,
YAMR is incrementally deployable using an approach very
similar to [12]. In the data plane, YAMR’s label can be
placed in a shim header between the IP and the transport
headers so that routers unaware of YAMR can forward pack-
ets using just the IP address. In the control plane, YAMR
can be implemented as a different version of BGP. A YAMR-
aware ASA can ask the neighboring AS what version of BGP
it speaks. If the version is non-YAMR, A sends over only
the default paths and interprets the incoming ones as such.

The hiding mechanism does not need any modifications
to accommodate non-participating ASes because, by design,
any AS is free to stop hiding at any time. From the hiding
perspective, a non-participating AS is indistinguishable from
an AS that knows about hiding, but decides not to hide.

The problem with incrementally deploying tokens is that a
non-YAMR AS will not forward them along the path. A pos-
sible solution for a YAMR-aware AS A with a non-YAMR
neighbor B is to ask the AS after B if it is YAMR-aware.
If so, A can forward tokens directly to the latter AS. Oth-
erwise, A can continue asking until it finds the first YAMR-
aware AS along the path or the path ends. A detailed design
and evaluation of such a mechanism is left for future work.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient mechanism, YPC,

to systematically construct a set of paths that is resilient
to any one link failure. Because YPC manages more paths
than BGP, it has a higher churn and a longer convergence
time. However, when YPC is combined with the hiding
technique, churn and convergence time fall well below the
BGP levels. In our trials, YAMR increased the reliability
by almost three orders of magnitude. This improvement is
due to the carefully selected alternative paths as well as to
the faster convergence realized by the hiding technique. We
applied the hiding technique in the context of BGP, but we
hope that it will be of independent interest because it is
applicable to path-vector routing in general.
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